.h a mode ceanterd nhearc repro eat the warm end of this ridge adjacent to the mode. f. shows a mode centered near •otential temperature Ridge I is of much smaller volume and is nearly isodsalinit. haline extending to near O°C at its cold source, the narrow %olumetric ridges radiate in nearly linear fash-
•IDenmark
Strait overflow water ( DSOW), which flows ion as labeled 1, 2. and 3. The volume ot the mode is southward as a fast, steeply banked, thin current along 0 remarkable, with the volume of the four largest volumetric densat classes totaling 15.8 x 1()6 km'. If this the continental slope of Greenland. The penetration "densit' claised of the cold waters of ridges I and 2 into the midlatitude s olume •ere redistributed into a layer of unifo~rm abs ofth Not, tatcOeni iil ipae thickness o% er the (surface ) area of the North Atlantic. abyss of the North Atlantic Ocean is vividly displayed it would be 421) m thick, or about I 1.5'"; of the average t plates of the Worthington and Wright (1970) ocean depth. The 12 largest volumetric density classes. indicated in black on the figure, would form a laver A vetr good picture of the spatial distribution of the 911 m thick. or about 24.2'; otn d water in these ridges can be obtained by inspection of n 90 m hick orabou 242";of theaverage ocean depth. Plates 2 through 29 of the Worthington and Wright
""
About one-half of this water is the mode itself: most ( las wh ich disla the depth and sa ini t of the rest lies above #he mode forming the high volume s of contla nt potential thempertu at 0.lin-•:• linear ridge 3. The water% of mode and the warmer surfaces of constant potential temperature al 0. 1' inelinear ridge 3. T water cofmmody caned Nothe wtar tervals (Fig. I ) . The two bottom sources, I and 2, can more saline ridge 3 are commonly called North Atlantic -visuali.-ed as two separate plumes of anomalous waDeep Water (NAI)W). Extending from the mode in ter thsatie are twompleprtel absor ed ofin omao u thw a-he the colder/ fresher direction is linear ridge 2, which ter that are completely absorbed into the NADW. They "represents the Antarctic Bottom Water flowing north-are laterally separated and cannot mix with each other.
Both the AABW and DSOW yield up all the temper--ature and salt anomalies that they carry to the overlying o0 NADW through the mode, point 0 (in Fig. 2 The three ridges are shown schematically in Fig. 2 ampltud oftheverica velcit ar, bcaue tere by lines radiating from the central mode of NADW at can be lateral flow across the equator from this stack by lin. ratingh w e cenotr mode of "nd-a of lids. 5u, 0,). Although we do not know where realistic "endpoints" lie along the ridges, we need only choose repSince the ridges are narrow, the ranges of salinity on resentative points S,, t9, (i = I, 2. 3 in Fig. 2 ) along any of the potential tem perature surfaces is small. This the rides to determin e thei = 1 , 2 is in marked contrast to the situation at warmer levels ges to determine their slopes X,: above the ridges where the S, 9 ridges broaden out:
x, = S;,',, (i) for example, at 3.6°C there is a wide range of salinity, and the flux of salinity would depend upon the geo-where the 0 graphical location of the mass flux. The existence of t= 0, -00; S', = S, -so (2) narrow ridges is therefore an important feature of the part of the S, 0 diagram (colder than 3VC) that, as we are anomalies relative to the S, 0 of the central mode. will show, is advantageous in interpreting relations beWe tried two methnds, denoted by A and B, to detween the fluxes in the three ridges, along which tem-termine the slopes from the data in Fig. 1 representative points on the S. 0 plane to define the given temperature is also given for purposes of tracing lines. Its weakness is the arbitrariness of choosing the errors in subsequent calculations. exact location of the mode for NADW. point 0. Method To use method B. lines are fitted to each of the three B involves independent fits of straight lines to each of ridges to obtain the slopes A,, the three ridges, without requiring locating the point 0, and seems to involve less subjectivity and less error.
line I: S = 34.905 + 0.0075d Of course, using method B. one expects that the three line 2: S 34.680 + 0.10500 lines will have a nearly common intersection near the NADW mode, and we may even interpret this common line 3: S = 34.770 + 0.06500. intersection as representative of NADW. S To proceed with method A, representative points The errors of slope and their computed probable errors have been taken from Worthington and Wright's plate are given in Table 2 . l and entered in Table I . The pointsare0isthe NADW There is some small ambiguity in determining the modal peak. I lies on the DSOW ridge, 2 on the AABW central value assigned to point 0. The highest voluridge, and 3 on the overlying warm ridge extending metric density class is centered at 1.95*C. 34.895 psu. upward toward the base of the thermocline. An "error" The cluster of the four highest volumetric density range corresponding to the spread of salinity at the classes defining the greatest volume mode, and that -0(X iS culations we will use the representative temperature 1 0 Iic5
.
IiS
(and salinity) of point 0 as 2.0 0 C (and 34.90 psu) to define temperature and salinity anomalies. (1970) atlas. which show the progressive penof as divided into layers defined by incrementally etration of the AABW and DSOW tongues to midlatspaced isotherms of temperature anomaly d;. where i itude. Figure 3 attempts an orthogonal view with a is an index defined negative for temperatures colder schematic rendition of this layered system of water than i),, and thus corresponds to the cold waters of masses in a meridional plane representing the zonally S Iges I and 2 with negative temperature anomalies, averaged vertical and meridional flow. We have indi-I ie mode itself corresponds to j = 0, is by definition cated midlatitude physical contact between ridges I a temperature anomaly of zero. and is included as the and 2 for a single layer. / --1. as an example. The cold end of the high volume ridge 3. which thus has j Worthington and Wright (1970) atlas suggests that the ? 0. with temperature anomalies --0. In physical space contact occurs at a temperature between 1.80 and it is visualized that cross-equatorial flow supplies ridge 1.9°C southeast of Newflbundland. In addition to the 2 with AABW as a volume transport U 2 ., in the classes cross-equatorial and Norwegian Sea volume transports 1 < 0. while the Denmark Strait overflow supplies U,. volume transports between layers are indicated DSOW from the north to ridge I. as a volume transport U, in the classes j < 0. In the north we assume that there is no exchange with the Norwegian Sea involving Eq N waters warmer than do associated with ridge 3. j >_O. 0 , based on the thermal structure along the Iceland-Scot-" land Ridge (Mann 1969 : Saunders 1990 2tlantic ,ho, ing the spatial relation of the three masses wI water in the ridges, The contours labeled i are of potential temperature anom- -. (7) isotherm temperature. For example, for I < 0 with the expected ., . > 0. the resulting i1t increases with the There are therefore two homogeneous equations, (41 index /, and a downward diffusion of heat is required and (7 ). for the three 0,,. and consequentlh we can for steadN state.
determine various ratios between the 0, in terms of 0 1 pon reflection, the reader will recognize that gen-the measured slopes: erall\ there must also be a diffusive component of tem-O, ,M -XI 03 X -X, perature flux across each isothermal surface in each (8) ridge, otherwise the temperature field could not be in 01
a stead\ state. To see this clearly one needs only to Values of these ratios computed from the slopes are note that. for example, in ridge 2 there isa net negative given in Tables I and 2 along with estimated error. 0 d' adected into it from the south by the I, and yet The ratio 0,/0, is of particular interest because it atj 0. een though it .,, > 0. the d;, -) so there can can be used to check against the available measurebe no negative d' advected out of this ridge's top ments of fluxes into the North Atlantic along ridges I through the branch point 0. Therefore, at ( 0 the and 2: the Denmark Strait overflow water (DSOW) fluxes of temperature anomaly in all three ridges must and the Antarctic Bottom Water( AABW). A summary. be entirclh diffusi% e. [hex may be denoted at I -0 by of the estimates of these directly observed fluxes is given 0 ,. I he 0 fluxes without a / suffix are taken to have / in the next section, and the comparison is made. 0. Two of these temperature fluxes are known:
Now we turn our attention to consideration of ridge 1 3 along which the populous volumetric classes of geostrophic calculations from h.drographic data. I 'sing columns 3 and 9 of their [able 3 we obtain 01, were located in the west and sampled at best onl\ the S .48(' Sx (rom the current meter data and If western third of the flow. Ihe abvssal basin is about 1.45(" S\ from the geostrophic calculations. Both 350 km wide at 4'N: WW attributed their moored of these estimates ma\ be too lo%,. and a detailed ree-m arnnaton s g~enh\ Mc'atne ( 99-a),I h hao-measurements Ito a width of 84 km and implicitl% asammnation is gien b) Me(artnex, t l93a 1I he ba ro-sumed /ero transport for the rest of the passage-about clinic signature of the northward tlows of' AABW is .70 kmn 1 heir eastern mornng was placed atop a shoal eastward-rising isotherms. and at 4°N. these till the and sampled onl as cold as 1.27 0 ( i a region shere basin (|-ig. 4). the tmo current meter moorings used coldest temperatures are a%.287( (at agonut 25w) m deeper than this shoal ). Whitehead and Worthington attributed 70; of their total AABW transport to this Figure 5 shows the results of a recent recalculation the mooring showed northward speeds decreasing near of the geostrophic volume transport for the WW 4°N the bottom about 62",. the vector velocity magnitude section (Fig. 4) , focusing on the effect of th. selected , decreased here only 35", while veering fight about 52', level of no motion on the total solume transj on. Here suggesting topographic steering of the deepest flow.
WW estimated 1.98 Sv using a level of no riotion of We regard the current meter results as underesti-I.9'C; the new calculation gives 4.42 S% for that same mates ofthe total %olume transport and as warm biased level. Reexamination of WW's original calcu ation reas to their heat transport. For the current meter data cords shows a computational error at the caste, n station one factor in the underestimation of heat transport is pair 16-15 that contributes 0.96 Sv It) the d fference the underestimation of volume transport, due to the Our new calculation does not use this stai n pair at restriction to the western fourth of the basin and the all because it has topography intervening imat com-• measured decline of northward speed towards the bot-pletely penetrates the AABW. Various othor things tom. rhe other compounding factor is the warm bias contribute to the remaining difference of' 1.5, S% prinin the estimate of the temperature being transported:
cipally invol' ing differences in estimation of'ranspori at the western mooring due principall\ to the decrease in the bottom triangles of hydrographic stat Nn pairs in speed with depth, and at the eastern mooring due These are discussed bh McCartne, ( 9l93a) I or the to the mooring sampling only the wkarmer le~els of the present purpose "e use the corrected WW' transport of .\\XBVW. For both moorings the coldest waters in the 2.94 S% as a lower bound and simpl. scale their heat attributed areas Aere assumed not to be moving. Fhe transport upward b\ the factor 2.94,' 1.98 to obtain a ef.iects of the speed decrease with depth would be con-lower bound on the heat transport of 2.1 5(" Sk I oi siderabl. reduced if \ector Nelocit \,ere used rather a second estimate. the maximum ,\ *%BW transport than northward speed, since it is the total flow of from [hese are to be compared to X, 0.065 L psu o(. ' as determined from the X., d diagram. All '.alues of14, /(); computed from published temperature anomaly fluxes along ridges I and 2 are lower than the observed X, and we conclude that one or more of'the measured fluxes is not representative of the long-term mean. As discussed in section 2. we suspect that the published estimates tor 0, are too small Our conjecture that the long-term mean 01, is in the range 4.0 0 < 0• < 3. 1(S\ to \ield a value ofl,/(), consistent A, with 'X. This larger \alue of(), could be confirmed b> further direct obser\ations of the fluxes in ridge 2. 
ABSTRACT (Maximum 200 words)
Because the volumetric census of deep and hbttom water in the North Atlantic Ocean consists of three isolated linear ridges along which heat and salt flow through the main solumetnc mode (and point of intersection ). it is possible to deduce the expected ratio of heat flux and ratio of salt fluxes measured in the Denmark Strait overflow off Greenland and in the Antarctic Bottom Water near the equator The weakly stratified layers of upper North Atlantic Deep Water fall on the nearl, linear ridge at temperatures above that of the mode There is an incompatihility between observed ratio and deduced ratio. 
